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Resum
La figura de Maria Magdalena en els evangelis canònics ocupa un espai molt reduït, com una de les dones 
que acompanyen Jesús durant el seu ministeri i després apareix al peu de la creu. Ella es converteix en el 
focus d’atenció en una sèrie de textos cristians posteriors, i en particular en el text d’un «evangeli» el qual 
porta el seu nom. L’«Evangeli de Maria» és el focus principal d’aquest assaig. Es dedica una especial 
atenció a l’evidència que aporten els manuscrits per al text, referent a la qüestió de si es pot dir que és 
«gnòstic» o no i, sobretot en el debat que succeeix al final del text entre Pere i Maria, tot discutint els pro-
blemes que suposen la presentació negativa de Pere i per què precisament es produeix això. S’argumen-
ta que l’Evangeli prové d’una data relativament primerenca, abans que les línies divisòries entre els 
gnòstics i els cristians s’haguessin endurit i quan tots dos s’enfronten amb hostilitat als estranys.
Paraules clau: Maria Magdalena, Evangeli de Maria, gnòstics, primers cristians, Pere.
Abstract
The figure of Mary Magdalene in the canonical gospels occupies a small amount of space as one of the 
women accompanying Jesus during his ministry and then appearing at the cross.  She becomes the focus 
of attention in a number of later Christian texts, and in particular in a ‘gospel’ text that bears her name.  The 
«Gospel of Mary» is the prime focus of this essay.  Attention is given to the manuscript evidence for the 
text, to the issue of whether it can be said to be «Gnostic», and above all to the debate occurring at the 
1.  A paper presented at the “Colloquium on The Gnostic Movement in Barcelona, May 2011”. I 
am very grateful to Professor Armand Puig i Tarrech for his hospitality and for organising the 
Symposium, and also to other participants for their feedback and comments on the paper. 
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end of the text between Peter and Mary, discussing the problems of how negatively Peter is presented and 
precisely why.  It is argued that the Gospel stems from a relatively early date, before dividing lines Chris-
tians and Gnostics had hardened and when both were facing hostility from outsiders.
Keywords: Mary Magdalene, Gospel of Mary, Gnostic, early Christians, Peter.
The Gospel of Mary is a «Gnostic» gospel associated with the name «Mary». 
There are a number of women called Mary in early Christian tradition; by 
universal consent today, the «Mary» of the Gospel of Mary is almost certainly 
intended to be Mary Magdalene. I start therefore with some brief remarks 
about the figure of Mary Magdalene. 
1. INTRODUCTION: MARY MAGDALENE IN CHRISTIAN AND OTHER TRADITIONS2
The figure of Mary Magdalene in the NT gospels is one of those minor charac-
ters who appear occasionally in the story, making a brief appearance and 
disappearing almost as quickly as they have appeared. She is mentioned very 
briefly during the ministry of Jesus in Luke 8,2 as one of the women who 
accompany Jesus, her distinguishing feature here being that «seven demons» 
have «come out of her» (perhaps in an exorcism performed by Jesus, though 
this is not stated explicitly.) She is then mentioned as one of the group of 
women who are by the cross when Jesus dies and who also then come to the 
tomb on the first Easter morning to anoint Jesus’ body and find the tomb 
empty. In Mark, this story is very brief: the women do not find Jesus at all and 
only meet an angel. In John, however, the story of Mary Magdalene is expanded 
considerably: she comes to the tomb alone initially; and after the account of 
Peter and the Beloved Disciple coming and finding the tomb empty, there is 
the story of Mary meeting Jesus alone, mistaking him for a gardener: Jesus 
famously says to her «Do not touch me» (John 20,16); he then tells her to go 
and tell the other disciples, which she does with the words «I have seen the 
Lord» (John 20,18). She is thus in John the first (primary) witness of the risen 
Jesus, the first to meet him in person and clearly given a very prominent role. 
2.  For discussions of the fi gure of Mary Magdalene in Christian tradition, see variously Esther A. DE 
BOER, The Gospel of Mary. Beyond a Gnostic and Biblical Mary Magdalene (JSNTSup 260), London 
& New York: T&T Clark International 2004; Jane SCHABERG, The Resurrection of Mary Magdalene, 
London & New York: Continuum 2004; Ann Graham BROCK, Mary Magdalene, The First Apostle: 
The Struggle for Authority (HTS 51), Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press 2003.
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Like very many of the minor characters in the gospel stories, the figure of 
Mary Magdalene attracts great interest subsequently and pious (or not so 
pious!) imagination runs riot. As well as the stories about Mary Magdelene 
herself, there are other stories in the gospels, some about a woman called 
«Mary», some about women with no name explicitly given at all. Perhaps 
inevitably, over the course of time, these various figures coalesce and run 
together, so that what is said about a number of these (different) women is all 
focused on to the figure of Mary Magdalene. Thus, for example, the «Mary» 
who is the brother of Lazarus and the sister of Martha is identified as Mary 
Magdalene. In John’s gospel, it is this Mary who is said to be the person who 
anoints Jesus’ feet with oil (John 12,3-8), and hence the tradition develops 
whereby it is Mary Magdalene who anoints Jesus (helped no doubt by the tra-
dition that Mary Magdalene does come to «anoint» the body of Jesus on the 
first Easter morning). In Luke’s gospel, this anointing story is placed much 
earlier in the ministry of Jesus (Luke 7,36-50). The woman concerned is said 
to have her «many sins» forgiven (v. 47). This story occurs just before the brief 
reference to Mary Magdalene in Luke 8,2, and the note that seven demons 
came out of her. It is perhaps not surprising that quite a lot of conflation then 
takes place so that the anonymous woman who anoints Jesus in Luke 7 is 
identified as the Mary of John 12 and in turn as the Mary Magdalene of Luke 
8,2. Further, the reference to the «many sins» which the woman has commit-
ted is now developed, at times quite luridly, into a tradition that the sins con-
cerned were explicitly sexual: the result is the picture of Mary Magdalene as 
a prostitute whose earlier life of sin and debauchery has been «cleansed» by 
Jesus who has himself driven out the demons that led her to such a dissolute 
life before she was rescued and became a follower of Jesus. All this process of 
identification of various characters is officially decreed and stated by Pope 
Gregory the Great in the 6th century.
The figure of Mary Magdalene thus develops over the course of time into 
a very variegated one, taking up motifs and details from a number of different 
NT gospel stories about (probably different) women, as well as adding various 
details springing from a somewhat creative and fertile imagination. All this 
can be seen in various representations of the figure of Mary Magdalene by 
painters down the ages.3
3.  She is typically portrayed as carrying an alabaster jar for anointing Jesus (i.e. as the woman 
of Luke 7); but just as often she is dressed in voluptuous, often bright red, clothing, signifying 
her sexual forwardness. In other portraits, she is depicted in a cave in France, repenting of 
her (many) sins. 
C. TUCKETT, «The Gospel of Mary»
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The figure of Mary Magdalene also developed quite significantly within 
Gnostic circles. The reasons why Mary in particular was singled out are not 
clear. Perhaps one factor may have been that, for many Gnostics, the secret 
teaching which they believed they had received from Jesus was given to his 
chosen disciples after his resurrection. As the figure who saw the risen Jesus 
first (according to some traditions), Mary was thus in a particularly favoura-
ble position to be the vehicle through whom Gnostic teaching could be said 
to have been channelled.
Mary is thus specifically mentioned in several Gnostic texts as the figure 
who asks the questions of Jesus and who receives the answers from Jesus 
(and so occupies a privileged position as, perhaps implicitly, the one who now 
will pass on the secret teaching to others). In Gosp. Thom. 21, Mary then asks 
a question of Jesus to prompt him into giving further teaching. In the Pistis 
Sophia, Mary is frequently portrayed as close to Jesus and asking him ques-
tions; moreover, this leading role occupied by Mary gives rise to complaints 
by Peter who tries to do Mary down and displace her from her position of 
apparent privilege. At one point Peter says «My Lord, let the woman cease to 
question, that we also may question» (4,146); elsewhere he says «My Lord, we 
are not able to suffer this woman who takes the opportunity from us, and 
does not allow anyone of us to speak, but she speaks many times» (1,36). In 
turn Mary complains about Peter’s aggressive attitude: «My Lord, my mind is 
understanding at all times … but I am afraid of Peter, for he threatens me and 
hates our race.» This picture of Mary as the close confidante of Jesus conti-
nues in texts including the Dialogue of the Saviour, the First Apocalypse of 
James and the Gospel of Philip where in a (unfortunately fragmentary) part of 
the text, it is said that Jesus «loved her [Mary] more than the other disciples 
and kissed her on her…» (63,34-36).4
Clearly then Mary Magdalene became a significant figure within Gnostic 
circles as someone with privileged access to the secret teaching of Jesus, in a 
very close relationship with Jesus and certainly, it would seem, closer to Jesus 
than many of the other disciples including Peter. (However, this is not neces-
sarily the case in relation to all other disciples: e.g. Thomas and some other 
male disciples get an equally good press in Gnostic texts.)
4.  Sadly it does not way which part of her he kissed! Certainly texts like this have been fastened 
on by many with theories about how Jesus and Mary Magdalene may have had a physical 
sexual relationship. However, «kissing» can have a very wide range of meanings and connota-
tions, depending in part on which part of the body of the other person one kisses! 
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This role of Mary within Gnostic circles has also fed into a significant 
number of modern discussions of the figure of Mary Magdalene who has been 
the focus of several contemporary feminist writers. Such writers have seen in 
Mary a representative of femaleness, especially as it has been attacked, sup-
pressed and exploited by men in patriarchal societies. So too may have argued 
that the picture which we catch glimpses of in these Gnostic texts may let us 
see something of a power struggle at work in early Christianity, with Mary 
Magdalene as a leading authority figure within some Christian (Gnostic?) 
circles, and Peter as the leading authority figure within «Catholic» Christia-
nity.5 Mary has thus become a key focal figure in many feminists’ (and others’) 
arguments to support the case for greater leadership roles to be given to 
women, and for the liberation and freeing of women from the shackles of 
patriarchal domination over many centuries within the Christian church. 
Another factor at work in Gnostic circles is that several Gnostic writers 
sought to promote their beliefs by presenting these in the form of some kind 
of «gospel» writing. A number of other «gospels» were written by Gnostics, a 
number of which are available to us from the discovery of the Nag Hammadi 
library. What exactly constitutes a «gospel», or what «should» constitute a 
(«real») gospel, is a question I leave on one side here. It is evidently the case 
that a number of texts claimed the term «gospel» for themselves in some kind 
of quasi-title (usually in a colophon at the end of the text). Given too the 
prominent position occupied by Mary Magdalene in a number of Gnostic 
texts, it is then not surprising to find a text claiming to be The Gospel of Mary. 
It is this which is the main subject of this essay.
2. THE GOSPEL OF MARY
The Gospel of Mary is one of the most interesting non-canonical gospels 
(though, having spent some considerable time working on the text, I may be 
biased!6). The name/title The Gospel of Mary occurs in the colophon at the end 
of the text in one manuscript (in the only manuscript containing that part of 
the text), and it is universally agreed that the «Mary» mentioned here is meant 
to be Mary Magdalene. 
5.  See especially e.g. BROCK, Mary Magdalene.
6.  See C. M. TUCKETT, The Gospel of Mary, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2007.
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2.1. Manuscripts
I start with a few brief remarks on the manuscripts of, and/or witnesses to, the 
Gospel of Mary.7 
Perhaps surprisingly, the Gospel of Mary is never mentioned by any of the 
Church Fathers, or in any of the canonical lists which we have, either as a 
possible «canonical» text or as a text which is to be rejected as canonical. We 
have a few (very few) manuscripts containing parts of the text; but if we did 
not have these manuscripts we would not even know that the Gospel existed. 
No one else mentions it. No one writes anything against it or attacks it. Clear-
ly it was not accepted into any version of the canon of the NT. But why that 
was so, we simply do not know. It may have been considered as a possibility 
for being included in the canon but was then rejected, but there is simply no 
evidence one way or the other for this. Was it simply forgotten? Was it read 
and used only by a very small, perhaps socially isolated group/community? 
On the other hand, as we shall see in a moment, the text was copied a few 
times; it was also considered worth translating into another language (Coptic) 
and seems to have been copied more than once in Coptic. The Gospel must 
therefore have been read fairly widely, with possibly some fairly widespread 
influence. The silence about the Gospel among the Church Fathers and in 
other writings of the early Church is thus somewhat surprising. (Alternatively, 
it may be a good illustration of the fact that our knowledge of the early 
Church, like our knowledge of Judaism at this period, is somewhat fragmen-
tary and limited: we should constantly avoid the temptation of presuming 
that we know everything!)
The manuscripts we have of the text are three in number. All of them are 
fragmentary. The most extensive manuscript is a Coptic translation of the text 
in the Berlin codex BG 8502. The codex was discovered in 1896 (in Cairo), 
though, due to a series of accidents and misfortunes, the text was not pu -
blished in full until 1955 (by W. Till).8 The Gospel of Mary is the first text in the 
codex and goes up to the (first part of) the page numbered 19. However, the 
first 6 pages of the codex have been lost (or stolen); also pp. 11-14 are missing. 
We therefore have pp. 7-10, and 15-19, i.e. probably c. half of the original text 
(assuming that the text started on the first page of the codex: which is pro-
bable but we do not know for certain.) The codex itself can be dated, on the 
7.  For fuller discussion, see TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 80-85.
8.  W. TILL, Die gnostischen Schriften des koptischen Papyrus Berolinensis 8502 (TU 60), Berlin: 
Akademie 21972.
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basis of its handwriting, to c. 5th century. Also, on the basis of a number of 
small details in the wording (in this text and in other texts of the codex), it 
seems clear that the text here has been copied from another version of the 
texts in Coptic. Hence the Gospel of Mary was translated into Coptic, and then 
copied in Coptic at least twice. 
The other two manuscripts are both very small and fragmentary. Both are 
in Greek; and both are very old. On the basis of the handwriting again, both 
are usually dated to the 3rd century. The first —P. Ryl. 458— is now in the 
Rylands library in Manchester and was published in 1938.9 It is a single sheet 
of papyrus, written on both sides. It contains the end of the gospel with the 
material now found on pp. 17-19 of the Coptic text. However, the text is cer-
tainly not identical with the Coptic text. There are some clear mistakes, and 
also some points where the Greek version may have the better (more «origi-
nal») text. In other cases where the Greek and Coptic disagree with each 
other, it is not possible to be certain which is more original. On the basis of 
the mistakes in the Greek text, it is fairly certain that the manuscript is copied 
from another (Greek) text. Thus the text was evidently copied and written 
down a number of times. The Gospel must therefore have been quite popular. 
Hence it is unlikely that it was read and used only by a very small, limited 
group of Christians.
The second manuscript is one of the Oxyrhynchus papyri: P. Oxy. 3525.10 
Again the extant part that has survived consists of just a single sheet, this one 
written on one side only. It contains the material on p. 10 of the Coptic manu-
script. Thus the Greek fragments do not provide us with any other parts of the 
text which are not already available in the Coptic version. 
For the most part then we have to rely on the Coptic version for the text. 
(Several of the lacunae in the Greek fragments have to be completed on the 
basis of the Coptic version.) And we must not forget that we have only half of 
the full text of the Gospel. However, the Greek fragments make it clear that 
the Gospel is a very old text: the Greek manuscripts both come from the 3rd 
(perhaps early 3rd) century and presuppose some copying of the text already: 
9.  C. H. ROBERTS, «463. The Gospel of Mary», in Catalogue of the Greek Papyri in the John Rylands 
Library iii, Manchester: Manchester University Press 1938, 18-23. For detailed analysis of the 
fragment, including a comparison with the Coptic text, see TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 112-118. 
123-133.
10.  P. J. PARSONS, «3525: Gospel of Mary», in The Oxyrhynchus Papyri 50, London: Egypt Explora-
tion Society, 2981, 12-14. For detailed analysis, see TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 108-111. 120-
123.
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hence the Gospel was already in existence by then. It therefore almost cer-
tainly originates in the 2nd century.
2.2. The Contents of the Gospel of Mary
One can divide the contents of the text up fairly easily into four parts. 
1. 7,1 – 9,4 is clearly the end of a section focusing on a block of teaching by 
Jesus (who is mostly called «the Saviour» in the Gospel, occasionally «the 
Lord»; but the name «Jesus» itself does not occur.) In 7,1 – 8,9 we have the 
end of a longer teaching discourse by Jesus. The topic of the teaching here 
concerns the material world, the nature of sin etc. It seems that what we have 
here is typical «Gnostic» teaching which ascribes virtually no positive value to 
the present material world. All matter will be destroyed, and it seems that 
«salvation» is conceived of as escape from the present world of matter. «Sin» 
is defined as «adultery», taken as apparently the joining together of what 
should not be joined, which is here the material and the «spiritual». At the 
end of the block of teaching here, there is a series of instructions by Jesus to 
the disciples, almost a kind of small «mission discourse», with a number of 
parallels with sayings in the NT gospels:
Peace be with you. My peace receive for yourselves (cf. John 10,19.21.26; 14,27); 
beware that no one leads you astray saying “see here” or “see there” (cf. Mark 13,5; 
13,21 par.), for the Son of Man is within you (cf. Luke 17,21). Those who seek will 
find him (cf. Luke 11,9 par.); go then and preach the gospel of the kingdom (cf. 
Matt 24,14).
It is possible that the author is wanting to demonstrate that the saviour 
and the speaker of this discourse really is the Christian figure of Jesus. 
(Whether that implies that, at an earlier stage of the tradition, the speaker was 
not thought of as the Christian Jesus is a large issue. However, in its present 
form the Gospel of Mary is clearly a Christian text and the saviour figure is 
clearly identified with Jesus.)
2. 9,5 – 10,10. The disciples are disturbed and saddened about what they have 
heard, especially by the threat (as they perceive it) of persecution: they say «If 
they did not spare him, how will they spare us?» (9,10-12). However, Mary 
now appears on the scene (for the first time in the text we have). She comforts 
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them and seeks to console them. Then Peter says to her «We know that the 
Saviour loved you more than all other women» (10,2-3) and says that she 
knows things which he and the other disciples do not; and he asks her to tell 
them these hidden things known at present only to her. Clearly then Mary 
occupies a very special position: she is particularly loved by Jesus («more 
than all other women»), she alone knows various things, she has a special 
«revelation». She herself is not necessarily «the Saviour»; but she teaches, she 
has received and will impart a special revelation etc. (In some respects she is 
not unlike the figure of the Beloved Disciple in the Gospel of John.) 
3. 10,11 – 17,7 In the third part of the text Mary gives her revelation. She says 
«I have seen the Lord in a vision» (10,10-11, almost certainly picking up the 
words of John 20,18 «I have seen the Lord», but now no longer seeing Jesus 
in a resurrection appearance, but seeing him in a vision). She then proceeds 
to recount what she has seen. Sadly, the account is highly fragmentary. It 
breaks off near the start at the bottom of p. 10 and pp. 11-14 are missing. The 
extant text picks up on p. 15 where the speaker is clearly giving an account of 
a post mortem journey of a soul (it is not quite clear if it is the soul of the 
redeemer figure, or the soul of Mary herself —perhaps the former is more 
likely as otherwise Mary would be in the strange position of having died 
physically herself, but also present as a character in the story speaking with 
Peter; however, not all Gnostic texts obey the rules of strict logic!). In this 
journey, the soul passes by various exousiai («powers») and engages in con-
versation with them. They ask the soul where it is going, and where they have 
seen the soul. Clearly what seems to be implied is that correct answers to 
these questions will enable the soul to win the verbal battle with these hostile 
powers and continue its journey. In all the conversations here, the soul wins 
the tussle concerned. Finally it reaches the end of its journey, which is 
described here as «rest»,11 «in silence» (17,5.7). And then, the text says, when 
she had finished saying all this, Mary «fell silent» (17,8). Thus however much 
there may be some distinction at one level between the soul after death and 
Mary who is still alive and speaking with the disciples, there is also a very real 
sense of unity between the figure of Mary and the soul here. 
4. Mary’s report of her vision provokes a strong negative reaction from 
the other (male) disciples and there is a sharp dispute. In particular, two of the 
11.  The language of «rest» as the fi nal end-point of the human quest is a common motif in Gnos-
tic texts.
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male disciples speak against her. Andrew says that he will not believe that 
the Saviour has said all this; «for these teachings seem to be giving different 
ideas» (17,14-15). What he has heard is, he claims, strange and new —and as 
such, suspect if not clearly false. Then Peter appears on the scene again, and 
he certainly has more to say than Andrew. He asks, «He [the Saviour] did not 
speak with a woman without our knowing, and not openly, did he? Shall we 
turn around and all listen to her? Did he prefer her to us?» (17,18-22; the 
answer expected is clearly no!) Mary then gives a short answer, but the main 
response in the text comes from the figure of Levi who how suddenly appears 
on the scene. He says that Peter is being «hot-tempered» (18,7-8), as he always 
has been. Further, he rebukes Peter quite sharply: the Saviour certainly knew 
who Mary was, and what he was doing, very well. «That is why he loved her 
more than us» (18,14: not only more than all other women, but now «more 
than us»). He then goes on to repeat some of the instructions which have been 
given earlier in the text (by Jesus himself): we should «put on the perfect 
man» (18,16, cf. «The Son of Man is within you» in 9,18-19: probably the 
meaning is the same), and also «not laying down any other rule or other law 
beyond what the Saviour said» (18,19-21, as Jesus himself has said earlier in 
9,1-4). Then at the end of the gospel, either «he» (= Levi alone) or «they» 
(= Levi and others) go out to preach (19,1: the Greek and Coptic versions here 
differ.)12 
The text then ends with a colophon, giving the title of the work: «The Gos-
pel according to Mary».
2.3. Points of Issue
It is not possible to go into all the issues which the text raises, simply for rea-
sons of space. Some things I assume here (or pass over very quickly), though 
I am aware that they are debatable and need discussion. 
2.3.1. The Gospel of Mary as a unified text?
I have assumed that the text as we have it is unitary (or that we should at least 
try, in the first instance, to make sense of it in its present form as a unitary 
12.  For discussion of the text here, see TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 132-133.
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text). There have been discussions about the unity of the text, with some ar -
guing that the present text represents the coming together, secondarily, of at 
least two separate texts. E.g. the initial report of the teaching of Jesus about 
matter, sin etc., is rather unlike the account of Mary’s vision of the journey of 
the soul past hostile powers. Could these then be the remains of two separate 
texts only combined, perhaps rather clumsily, at a later stage?13 This is of 
course possible; however, there is no direct evidence for such a theory. The 
only manuscript we have has the text in its present form with both main 
parts, and one can presumably then say that it apparently made sense to who-
ever composed the text we have to include the material now there in its 
present form. Perhaps then we should try to make sense of what we have, 
rather than try to reconstruct an earlier form of the text which we do not 
have.
2.3.2 The Gospel of Mary as «Gnostic»?
I have also assumed that the gospel is in some sense «Gnostic». The issue is 
also fiercely debated, with a number of scholars arguing strenuously that the 
Gospel of Mary is not Gnostic (perhaps with a hidden agenda that they want 
to rescue it for the present and not give it a label that is regarded implicitly as 
negative?!)14 The word «Gnostic» is much debated today, with several influen-
tial voices raised claiming that the term is unhelpful, if not almost meaning-
less as a well-defined category.15 There is not enough space here to discuss 
the issue fully. I would simply say that it does still seem to me justified to use the 
term «Gnostic», although recognising that what we might describe as «Gnos-
tic»16 might cover quite a wide range of different thought patterns and mytho-
logical «systems».17 If however the term is to be retained, most would argue 
that an essential part of any system of thought that is «Gnostic» would include 
the idea that the material world is basically evil and that the creator of the 
13.  Sop e.g. TILL, BG 8502, 26; C. MARKSCHIES, Gnosis. An Introduction, London: T&T Clark 2003, 
42.
14.  See e.g. DE BOER Gospel of Mary; also Karen L. KING, The Gospel of Mary of Magdala. Jesus and 
the First Woman Apostle, Santa Rosa: Polebridge Press 2003.
15.  See e.g. M. A. WILLLIAMS, Rethinking “Gnosticism”: An Argument for Dismantling a Dubious 
Category, Princeton: Princeton University Press 1996; Karen L. KING, What is Gnosticism?, 
Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press 2003.
16.  The word is primarily a modern term, not an ancient one of self-description, or where it is, it 
is used rather differently from the way we use the word today.
17.  For further discussion, see TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 42-54.
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material world is not the same as the absolute true God: rather the creator 
God (who is also the God of the Hebrew Bible) is a lesser God who, in various 
different strands of Gnostic thought, is at best ignorant or at worst malevo-
lent; further, the material world is basically a place from which one seeks to 
escape to a higher place, perhaps one of «rest», freed from the shackles of the 
material body.
Part of the problem with the Gospel of Mary in this context is that some of 
the key elements, thought to be essential in anything that might be described 
as «Gnostic», are missing. Thus there is no reference to a creator God diffe-
rent from the one true God. Nor is there any reference to an alternative 
account of the creation story of Genesis, which is so characteristic of many 
texts which we call «Gnostic» (if indeed we still use the term). On the other 
hand, we know that the text we have constitutes about half of the original full 
text of the Gospel. Hence, it may be dangerous to say that what is not present 
in our extant pages was never present in the original full text of the Gospel. 
Thus the absence of reference to the creator God as someone other than the 
supreme God, or to any account of the creation story, may not be decisive. 
Despite this relative silence about what some might regard as the key fea-
ture of what is «Gnostic», there are other elements in the Gospel of Mary that 
fit a (general) Gnostic background very well. For example, the language about 
the Son of Man being «within you» (8,19) seems to reflect Gnostic ideas of a 
divine spark existing within human beings and waiting to be recognised. The 
discussion of sin as «adultery», and the very negative views about the mate-
rial world, also fit a Gnostic milieu. Mary’s account of the journey of the soul 
past hostile powers also has a number of links with other Gnostic texts, pre-
supposing typically Gnostic ideas about the nature of salvation as knowing 
one’s true nature and returning to one’s place of origin. So too the detailed 
names of the powers which the soul encounters here can be shown to corre-
late closely with the names of the powers associated with the malevolent 
creator God Ialdabaoth in the Apocryphon of John (unquestionably Gnostic at 
least for those who use the category) and in the account of the «Sethian» 
Gnostics in Irenaeus A.H. 1.29.18 Undoubtedly one can find parallels to some 
of what is said in the Gospel of Mary in other (philosophical) texts of the time, 
e.g. Stoic or Platonic.19 But then Gnostics did not invent everything they said 
de novo: they too adopted (and adapted) ideas and language from their own 
day to fashion and express their own distinctive ideas. Whether though we 
18.  More details in TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 175-180.
19.  See generally DE BOER, Gospel of Mary; KING, Gospel of Mary of Magdala.
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can be more precise about the more specific nature of the Gnosticism reflec-
ted in the Gospel of Mary (as e.g. Valentinian, or Sethian) is more doubtful: the 
evidence is simply not there in the text we possess and too much of the text 
has been lost.
2.3.3. Dispute between Mary and Peter
For many today, the final part of the text, the dispute between Mary and Peter, 
is the most important part of the whole text. What precisely the point at issue 
might be has been seen differently by different readers. For some it is the 
position of Mary herself that is crucial. For others, the dispute between Peter 
and Mary is a dispute between different authority figures in the early Church: 
Peter is the head of (or represents) the «Catholic» church, and Mary is the 
head of (or represents) another «church»/«community»/group. For others, 
Mary is the representative not so much of another «church» group, but of 
women in general: the attack on Mary is an attack on women qua women.20 It 
is also clear that, in the whole presentation of the Gospel of Mary, the «point 
of view» of the author of the Gospel is to be on the side of Mary and against 
Peter. Insofar as there are «good» and «bad» people represented here, it is 
clear that Mary is «good» and Peter is «bad». At the very least, the title given 
to the work in the colophon is «the Gospel according to Mary». (Unusually, 
Mary is clearly not the claimed author of the text, unlike many other texts 
which call themselves «the Gospel according to N». But Mary is clearly a cen-
tral figure.) At least at one level, it would seem that Mary is presented tho-
roughly positively, and Peter is not.
(As such, the Gospel of Mary is an important text for many feminists, as 
noted earlier. If then I want to put one or two question marks against some of 
that kind of interpretation of the text, that should not be taken as implying 
anything about the rights or wrongs of feminist issues in our contemporary 
situation. Issues such as feminism, the role of women in the Church and/or in 
wider society may be informed in part by texts from the past, sometimes for 
good, sometimes not for good. But the modern questions we might ask are 
not necessarily the questions which others in the past may have asked, and 
we should not necessarily expect ancient writers to answer the questions we 
might wish to ask. Further, their answers inevitably come from another age, 
and another time, with many different presuppositions. But we should per-
20.  See the survey in TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 195-196.
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haps respect the pastness of the texts we have and allow them to speak with 
their own voices, and not force them to make them say what we want them to 
say. And if we disagree with what they say, then we should be free, and honest 
enough, to say so —however «sacred» or venerable they might be. We should 
though allow the texts to be themselves, not mirrors of ourselves.)
At one level it is not surprising that this last part of the text has aroused so 
much interest. It is the part of the text which is perhaps easiest to understand: 
it has none of the «Gnostic» mythology, which is often mysterious and opaque 
to us in many details. It seems to address very «modern» issues and speak 
directly to our present, and as such is therefore very appealing for many. Ne-
vertheless, I think that there are some questions to raise about it.
a) This section of the gospel comprises only a relatively small part of the 
whole. The section begins on p. 17 of the Coptic text, and finishes on line 1 of 
p. 19. The dispute thus occupies c. 2 pages out of 19, i.e. c. 10% of the whole. 
As such, it is hard to see this as the main part, or containing «the» main point 
of the gospel as a whole. Much more important (simply at the level of 
the amount of material contained) is probably the teaching of Saviour at the 
beginning (c. 7-8 pages), or the account of Mary’s vision (c. 6-7 pages). Hence 
although we should not ignore this section of the gospel, we should perhaps 
not exaggerate its importance either.
b) This last part of the gospel has often been described as a «dispute/conflict 
between Peter and Mary». Such a description is not quite correct. It is in fact 
an exchange involving four people who say various things at various times: 
not only Peter and Mary, but also Andrew and Levi. If there is any «dispute» 
or «conflict», it is between Peter and Andrew on the one side, and Mary and 
Levi on the other. Moreover, as noted earlier, the sympathies of the author of 
the text clearly lie on the side of Mary rather than Peter; however, the person 
who expresses this mostly is not Mary herself for the most part, but Levi. 
Mary says just a very little in response to Peter’s (and Andrew’s) objections. It 
is Levi, and Levi alone, who has the speaking role for the most part here. It is 
Levi who calls Peter «hot-tempered», who tells Peter that he is like one of the 
«adversaries» (18,8-10, perhaps comparing Peter with the hostile powers who 
encounter the soul on its journey), and it is Levi who repeats much of the 
teaching of Jesus given earlier in the gospel. 
Also, at the end of the text, Levi has a leading role. Sadly the text is not 
clear due to a textual variant between the Coptic MS and Rylands Greek frag-
ment: the critical word comes on line 1 of p. 19 of the Coptic text: according 
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to the Coptic version, «they» go out to preach; according to the Greek, «he» 
goes out to preach. It is not possible to determine which reading is more 
original. But in either case, Mary does not have a special position, at least as 
an active preacher. Either Levi and others (perhaps including Mary, perhaps 
including Peter) go out to preach; or Levi alone goes out. But either way it 
would seem that it is Levi who is the true preacher of the gospel. If there is a 
«hero» in the story, it seems to be as much Levi as it is Mary. It is of course 
the case that it is Mary who has the vision earlier in the text, and it is Mary 
earlier who comforts the other disciples after Jesus’ own teaching has fi -
nished. But here, at the end (and hence perhaps the climax) of the gospel, it 
would seem that Mary is not the only (true) preacher of the (true) gospel, 
perhaps not even a preacher at all (if it is Levi alone who goes out). The 
«hero» at the end is as much the male Levi as it is the female Mary.
Whatever contrast, or division, the gospel wants to set up and present at 
normative, it not a simple opposition between men and women. The situation 
is more complicated than that. Also the contrast is not between Mary as the 
«true» preacher of the gospel and other preachers. The ideal preacher is much 
more the figure of Levi than that of Mary.
c) It is not so clear that the main question which the text is addressing is the 
position and/or status of Mary herself. As I noted earlier, the «dispute» 
involves not only Mary and Levi on one side: it also involves Peter and Andrew 
on the other. And Andrew’s objections here may be no less important that 
those of Peter. Moreover, Andrew’s comments do not really involve the posi-
tion or status of Mary at all. What he says is that he cannot accept what Mary 
has said because «they are different teachings». His objection is about the 
contents of Mary’s vision, not the status of Mary herself. The problem is that 
of the teaching she has given. What is at stake is not so much who is the true/
valid/authorised preacher of the gospel, but rather what is the content of the 
«true» gospel. 
d) I have referred so far to a «dispute», or a «conflict». But is that the right 
word to use? How far are Peter and/or Andrew «opponents» here? It is not so 
clear that Peter is presented so negatively, especially if one takes the whole of 
the text into account. Mary starts off her response to Peter by calling him «my 
brother, Peter» (18,2). Further, in another conversation between Peter and 
Mary earlier in the gospel, there is no conflict at all. Peter praises Mary: «Sis-
ter, we know that the Saviour loved you more than all other women» (10,1-3); 
and Peter explicitly asks for the secret revelation which Mary has received in 
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her vision. (It may be that the text is not a unity: cf. the earlier discussion; but 
if we do take it as a unity [which it clearly is at one level], then perhaps one 
should read any possibly negative features of the presentation of Peter in the 
final section in the light of the positive presentation of Peter earlier in the text, 
especially in relation to his attitude to Mary.)21
Moreover, Peter’s objection to Mary here may not focus quite on the status 
of Mary herself, or even on Mary as a woman. What he says is «He did not 
speak with a woman without our knowing, and not openly, did he?» One can 
of course read this as Peter scornfully saying «He did not speak with a 
woman…, did he?» (17,18-20). But when Peter here puts the opposite side (as 
to what the Saviour did not do) it is not the gender issue that is to the fore. 
Peter does not say «He did not speak with a woman, and not with a man, did 
he?» It is «He did not speak with a woman without our knowing, and not 
openly, did he?» The key question seems to be not so much the fact that Mary 
is a woman; rather it is that the teaching given is secret teaching, not teaching 
already known. 
Thus the main objection voiced by both Andrew and Peter in the text may 
focus not so much on Mary as a woman, nor on Mary as a claimant to be an 
authoritative teacher. Rather the main focus is on the nature of the teaching 
as hidden, as secret, and hence perhaps as new. It is that which the Peter and 
the Andrew of the text find difficult to accept. The main point of the text may 
thus be not so much to portray the importance of a woman over against a 
man, nor of women as leaders of the community over against men. Rather the 
point at issue is the nature of the content of the true teaching. Is it something 
that is open to all and is known by everyone? Or is it something more secret, 
more esoteric, known only to a chosen few? And, when it is revealed, will it be 
something that those who hear had not heard before? 
One hears here perhaps echoes of, and allusions to, the classic debates (as 
we read them in the Church Fathers) between the «orthodox» and «Gnostics» 
about the contents of the («true») gospel, and also about how one can access 
the content of this gospel. It was a standard criticism of the «orthodox» 
against «Gnostics» that the (so-called) «heretical» teaching was «secret»: it 
was not open and not available to everyone. By contrast the teaching of the 
21.  Though one can of course postulate some character development in the text as it moves 
through to the end, so that Peter is presented in increasingly negative terms and the earlier 
positive portrayal need not determine one’s understanding of the end of the story in the Gos-
pel.
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«orthodox» (so it was claimed) was open and accessible for all without any 
secrecy: it had been preached openly by Jesus and the faithful had simply 
passed on his teaching unchanged. (How justifiable such a claim might be is 
of course quite another matter!) The objections of Peter and Andrew here in 
the Gospel of Mary correspond closely with the objections of the so-called 
«orthodox» against the Gnostics in the debates of the 2nd century.22 The dis-
pute between Mary and Peter in the text reflects then not so much any opposi-
tion between men and women, nor between good and bad preachers of the 
gospel; it is much more a debate about what precisely is the «true» and «false» 
gospel itself. Insofar as there is a dispute, or a conflict, taking place here, it is 
a conflict which has its home in the debates of the 2nd century between 
«orthodox» and «Gnostics» (and not perhaps in debates involving women and 
men in the 21st century).
As already noted earlier, it is perhaps questionable just how much «con-
flict» there is between Peter and Mary here. There are indeed some «oppo-
nents» in mind: at one point, in their reaction to Jesus’ opening speech, the 
disciples express concern about possible persecution and opposition: «If they 
did not spare him, how will they spare us?» (9,10-12), and it is this worry and 
anxiety that Mary attempts to deal with in her comforting of them. For the 
preachers of the gospel which the Saviour figure has sent them out to preach, 
there is a situation of danger and perhaps persecution. But this is a danger 
faced by the male disciples, including Peter. Further, by implication, the per-
petrators of such persecution and violence are people who are outside the 
circle continuing both Mary and Peter. It is not Peter who is threatening to 
persecute Mary or Levi and inflict violence on them. The social world into 
which the characters of the story are placed is divided into at least three 
groups (not just two): there are Mary + Levi, Peter + Andrew, and the world 
outside, and it is this last group which threatens the safety of both the other 
two. If there are «opponents», then the most serious threat comes from those 
outside the community/-ies that contain both Mary + Levi and Peter + Andrew. 
It is not the case that «Peter» is persecuting «Mary»! 
Further, for all that there is a dispute here between Peter and Mary (or 
between Peter + Andrew and Mary + Levi), there is still a «conversation» tak-
ing place: there is still a dialogue and the different sides in the debate are 
speaking to one another. All this suggests that the arguments and disagree-
ments (which are no doubt real and genuine: there is not complete harmony!) 
are taking place within a context of a group (at one level) which is distin-
22.  TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 201.
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guished from outsiders. There are real disagreements between the different 
factions within the overall group; but the overall group evidently still has an 
identity that marks it out from others and renders it liable to persecution and 
violence from outsiders. 
All this may suggest that the situation presupposed here is not very late in 
Christian history. The Greek fragments indicate that the gospel must have 
been written by the end of the 2nd century. The situation reflected in the text 
may however suggest a date earlier, rather than later, in the 2nd century. Cer-
tainly the boundary lines between the different Christian groups reflected 
here (and represented by Peter and Mary) do not seem to be as strong and 
well-defined as in the situation reflected by e.g. Irenaeus c. 180 CE. The 
impression one gets from Irenaeus is that there are now clearly defined 
boundary lines between the «orthodox» and the «Gnostics». The Gospel of 
Mary seems to suggest a rather more fluid situation, and perhaps comes from 
a period some time earlier than Irenaeus.23
This is not to say that the Gospel of Mary comes from the 1st century (and 
might even give us access to reliable information about Jesus). That seems 
highly unlikely. The allusions to the canonical (or later-to-become-canonical) 
gospels, stemming from around the end of the 1st century, probably makes 
that clear: the Gospel of Mary stems from a time when these gospels were be-
ginning to gain status and importance, and stories and traditions were being 
developed out of details contained in them. E.g. the brief sentence in John 
20,18 that Mary has «seen the Lord» is expanded and developed here into the 
long account of the (Gnostic) vision of the soul making its journey to its final 
resting place. The Gospel of Mary thus, almost certainly, presupposes the NT 
gospels — and in their finished, finalised form.24 
* * *
The Gospel of Mary is a very early, non-canonical gospel, perhaps one of the 
earliest we possess. It belongs to a period of Christian history when we are 
still very much in the dark about what may have gone on. As such, it is a fas-
23.  On the other hand, one should not forget that Irenaeus may well not be representative of all 
Christians of his time. In part, his strongly stated views about the incompatibility of Gnostic 
claims/beliefs and his own «orthodox» version of Christian teaching may be due to the danger 
(as he saw it) of developments in his own day that was much more prepared to accept fl uidity 
and variety. The views of literate history-writers are not always the same as those of the less 
articulate «people in the street»!
24.  See TUCKETT, Gospel of Mary, 57-67 for more details.
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cinating document, though with still many unanswered questions. But it may 
let us glimpse something of the situation when Gnostic Christians and non-
Gnostic Christians lived side by side and were still engaging with each other 
in debates and arguments, but also in a situation where both sides faced com-
mon threats of violence and persecution from non-Christian outsiders. For 
many, the fascination of the Gospel lies in the fact that it seems to address 
many contemporary issues and questions which are undoubtedly of vital con-
cern in our current world and society (particularly about the role of women 
and men). On the other hand, we perhaps should not forget that the Gospel 
comes to us from a past era, and from a time when its questions are not ne -
cessarily our questions. Perhaps then we should respect the integrity of the 
text and allow it to occupy its own position within history, in the past, and let 
it speak with its own voice to us today. What we might want to make of it in 
other contexts is perhaps another matter.
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